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For many professionals, business lunches, conferences, andconnections on LinkedIn are exhilarating
ways to advance their careers. Forothers, they’re draining distractions. 

But is networking a vital activity for everyone? Do thestrong connections that individuals make always
boost their work performance,not to mention their excitement about their jobs? 

Most of us may be feeling the pressure to beef up ourprofessional networks, whether we like it or not. 
Previousresearch suggests that people tend to view their social networks assmaller than what others
have. This network extraversion bias, as researchersDaniel C. Feiler and Adam M. Kleinbaum at
Dartmouth College discovered, isexperienced by extraverts and introverts alike. 

More recently, psychological scientist Judith Volmer and hercolleagues at the University of Bamberg in
Germany theorized that people whonetwork daily are not only more sanguine about their careers but also
moreproductive on the job, especially if they have a strong need for socialaffiliation. 

To test their hypotheses, Volmer and her colleagues recruitedparticipants who work mainly in office
settings, with a majority holding anadvanced degree. The employees completed online psychological

https://www.psychologicalscience.org/news/releases/extraversion-may-be-less-common-than-we-think.html


measures of theirgeneral networking activity and their need for affiliation. Then each nightover a 1-week
period, they reported their daily networking activity, theirlevel of enthusiasm about their careers, and
their daily task performance. 

The scientists found that daily networking had a significantrelationship with career optimism — forthose
who scored high on affiliation traits. Participants who reported a lowneed for affiliation showed no
significant change in career optimism based ontheir networking activity. But the more they networked,
the more they reportedlower work performance.

Volmer and her colleagues note that networking demands a lotof time and energy, which could slow task
completion. 

“Essentially, our results imply that daily networking may besomething of a double-edged sword,” the
researchers write in a report on theirstudy. “Individuals with a high need for affiliation appear to benefit
withregard to task performance and career optimism, while those with low need foraffiliation experience
either no or even detrimental effects.”

People who are less inclined to interact socially should notforce themselves to network, the researchers
suggest.

The researchers caution that their findings have limitations. The study relied, for example, on the
participants rating their own activities, attitudes, and performance. They suggest future studies could
include input from colleagues and supervisors; could examine a wider array of professionals, including
entrepreneurs and academics; and could take a more granular look at individual characteristics. 

These findings, the researchers add, have implications for organizationsand career counselors, with the
potential to influence job crafting, training,and reward structures. 
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